
H 

Make a timeline 
Prepare a list of criteria to 

of events. 
judge a ... show, Indicate 
priority and ratings. 

Make a facts chart. 

Conduct a debate about 
Evaluate hos the topic things you see as important. 
relates to a modern Convince others. Make a chart or graph showing ...? 
situation. 

a panel to discuss a view Make an acrostic. 

you have learnt about today. 
What happened 

How e ective are ...? 
after ...? Recite a poem. 

Write a letter to ... advertising 
on changes needed at ... Do you think ... is Can you name the ...? 

a good or bad thing? 

Prepare a case to present Describe what 
Is there a better How would you have happened at ...? List all of the ... in 

you view about ... 
solution to ...? handled ...? Find the meaning of ...? the story. 

What changes Can you defend your 
Can you tell why ...? 

to ... would you position about ...? 
Devise a way to ... recommend? What it ...? 

 
Judge the Which is true Write a summary report 

Invent a machine to value of ...? or false ...? of an event. 
Debate 

do a speci c task Tell 
How many ways Advertise 

Relate What was the Retell the story in 
can you ...? 

Distinguish Examine main idea? your own words. 
List State 

Can you create Can you write 
Write about your feelings Investigate 

new and unusual Describe in your own 
in relation to ... Compare words ...? Illustrate what you think 

uses for ...? 
Invent Identify Locate Can you provide the main idea was. 

Create a new product. Give Devise your own Predict a de nition for ...? 
Propose 

it a name and plan a way to deal with ...? Distinguish 
marketing campaign. Imagine Construct Compare Discuss Make a cartoon strip showing 

Can you design a ... to ...? What di erences exist 
the sequence of events. 

Plan Interpret between ...? 
Devise Explain 

Design a record, book or If you had access to all resources Solve 
Analyze Restate Can you distinguish 

magazine cover for ... how would you deal with ...? Show Advertise between ...? Prepare a  ow chart to 
Use 

illustrate the sequence of 
Distinguish Examine 

Investigate events. Can you plan a What do you think 
Examine Illustrate 

solution to the may happen next? 
Write a TV show, play, problem of ...? 

Identify Classify 
puppet show, role-play, If ... happened, Write a set of questions 
song or pantomime what might the Compare Do you know to test your partner’s 
about ...? ending have another example knowledge 

been? where ...? 

What was the 
Higher Order Thinking Skills What are the underlying theme Can you group by 

other possible of ...? similar characteristics 
outcomes? What was the Would this information 

such as ...? Evaluation Design a questionnaire problem with ...? be useful if you had a ...? 
to gather information. Can you compare Do a podcast. 

your ... with that What are the What factors 
Synthesis presented in ...? motivations Can you develop would you 

Write a commercial to behind ...? a set of instructions change? make up a puzzle game 
sell an idea that you about ...? using the ideas we have 

Analysis have learned about. Why did 
looked at today. 

changes 
occur? What questions 

 would you ask? Write an interview 
Make a family tree showing and answer it. 
relationships and themes. 

Lower Order Thinking Skills 
Construct a graph to illustrate 

Take a collection of photographs 
selected information. 

to demonstrate a particular point. Application 

Write an alternate ending. 

Comprehension Design a selling strategy 
Conduct an investigation to for a product which 
produce information in order relates to the topic 

Knowledge to support a view. 


